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A society’s social structure and the interactions of its members determine when key drivers of health occur, for
how long they last, and how they operate. Yet, it has been unclear whether causal inference methods can help us
find meaningful interventions on these fundamental social drivers of health. Galea and Hernán propose we place
hypothetical interventions on a spectrum and estimate their effects by emulating trials, either through individual-
level data analysis or systems science modeling (Am J Epidemiol. 2020;189(3):167–170). In this commentary,
by way of example in health disparities research, we probe this “closer engagement of social epidemiology with
formal causal inference approaches.” The formidable, but not insurmountable, tensions call for causal reasoning
and effect estimation in social epidemiology that should always be enveloped by a thorough understanding
of how systems and the social exposome shape risk factor and health distributions. We argue that one way
toward progress is a true partnership of social epidemiology and causal inference with bilateral feedback aimed
at integrating social epidemiologic theory, causal identification and modeling methods, systems thinking, and
improved study design and data. To produce consequential work, we must make social epidemiology more causal
and causal inference more social.

agent-based models; causal inference; decomposition; disparities; equity; microsimulation; policy analysis;
population health; social epidemiology; social exposome; systems science

A society’s structure and the interactions of its members
shape the context in which we live and thereby determine
who is exposed to, among others, persistent stress, environ-
mental toxins, effective medical care, and preventive efforts.
They also determine when these drivers of health occur,
how long they last, and how they operate. As such, the
social features of society are among the most fundamental
drivers of population health. Epidemiologists, having long
recognized this (1, 2), are rightly concerned with asking how
we might advance population health by addressing these
features of society (3, 4).

CAUSAL INFERENCE IN SOCIAL EPIDEMIOLOGY

As Galea and Hernán argue in their timely proposal (5),
this is an endeavor that the development and application of
methods from the field of causal inference can, and should,
continue to help with. In some cases, it is straightforward
to use causal inference methods to evaluate the effects of
complex interventions such as a social policy or health care

delivery model. Even when interventions are not random-
ized, rolled out in a staggered schedule, or lack a control
group, the field of causal inference has provided a way
forward (6). In each case, the intervention is not only well
defined but exists and has been observed in the real world.
As epidemiologists, however, our primary charge is not only
to evaluate well-defined interventions once conceived and
enacted but also to inform new ones by elucidating the causal
structures and factors that shape population health.

It is here—this fundamental decision of what new inter-
ventions should address and how—that the fields of social
epidemiology and causal inference have been at an impasse.
Galea and Hernán (5) argue that this deadlock is an illusion,
primarily due to misconceptions about what the standards
for causal inference are, what answers it can provide, and
whether it only provides answers for exposures that can
be (experimentally) manipulated. They clarify that causal
inference with social exposures is on the same ground as any
other, that it answers questions not about causal ontology but
about effects of specific actions, and that those actions need
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not be feasible by today’s technology or political landscape
but do need to be sufficiently well-defined to predict their
consequences in a hypothetical experiment. They posit that
emulating an experiment through the sculpting of individual-
level data or the engineering of complex systems models
ultimately will be helpful because doing so will evaluate
actions that could improve population health.

In this commentary, we aim to probe this “closer engage-
ment of social epidemiology with formal causal inference
approaches” (5) by considering the application of causal
inference methods in health disparities research, an area
where many epidemiologists and statisticians have already
broken ground (7–17). In doing so, we point out remain-
ing tensions under Galea and Hernán’s framework (5) and
discuss what is needed for progress. Before proceeding, we
would like to clarify that our parenthetical treatment of the
word “social” in the title conveys our opinion that much of
our discussion applies to epidemiology generally.

FACING THE LIMITS OF CAUSAL INFERENCE

Evidence-based interventions that address health and
health care disparities are often complex and address several
barriers that impede marginalized groups’ ability to prevent
poor health or to access, navigate, and effectively benefit
from medical care (18). These interventions are often guided
by a conceptual model for how social forces such as struc-
tural racism (19) and discrimination (20, 21) erect these bar-
riers and lead to worse profiles of risk factors and subsequent
negative health outcomes. Although the architecture and
theories behind these models vary, they tend to focus on risk
factors known to be associated with the outcome of interest
and are overrepresented among socially marginalized
groups.

Causal decomposition methods (17) aim to inform the
evidence base for such interventions. They are used to ask a
simple question: If we were able to change how one or more
risk factors were distributed in the population, what patterns
of health inequity would we observe? If outcomes moved
toward being more equitable, an intervention designed to
remove inequity in the targeted risk factor may have promise
for improving equity in outcomes. The methods attempt to
build into the causal estimand a substantively meaningful
measure of disparity to be affected by the intervention on
the risk factor, rather than an artefactual disparity measure
defined by a statistical modeling procedure (17). More-
over, the methods base causal inference squarely around
the risk factor of interest rather than the social status. The
assumptions of no unmeasured confounding, positivity, and
consistency all revolve around the targeted risk factor.

Arguably, because these decomposition methods are used
to study a modifiable risk factor rather than the social status
as a causal target for intervention, they are used to pursue
questions toward the right of Galea and Hernán’s (5) spec-
trum of experimental specification. Like all modern
causal methods, they rely on observed outcomes to make
statements about counterfactuals under a hypothetical inter-
vention. The bridge from observations to counterfactuals
is supported by the consistency assumption (22) under
the potential-outcomes framework and the causal Markov

assumption (23) under the structural causal model frame-
work. Unfortunately, the types of interventions that have
been evaluated tend to be system preserving. That is, they
tend to assume that the way in which outcomes are dis-
tributed, given the risk factor and covariates do not change as
a result of being intervened upon rather than being observed.
In the case of equity, history is replete with examples
of explicit interventions to address inequities being met
with highly adaptive barriers that manifest in unforeseen
ways.

This is a sobering limitation. To be fair, system-preserving
assumptions lurk behind applications of causal methods to
evaluate even seemingly less vague interventions such as
maintaining adherence to treatment guidelines during medi-
cal care. Achieving such goals would generally require sup-
ports from multiple institutions, stakeholders, and, perhaps,
shifts in societal values. The successful implementation and
sustainability of any hypothetical intervention will depend
on cofactors that may not exist at the time of the study and,
if they do, are seldom measured or incorporated into our
modeling and inference.

All is not lost here. In our view, what we obtain from
causal methods is a step away from association toward
causation through ruling out alternate explanations. If we see
that the differential distribution of a risk factor is associated
with disparities, causal methods help us understand whether
this association is due to the differential distribution of
a third unmeasured factor (confounding). Likewise, they
help us rule out alternate explanations involving differential
participation or follow-up (selection bias) or mismeasure-
ment of outcomes (information bias). If we can specify a
sufficiently well-defined intervention, we may also learn that
the association we see is not clouded by differential versions
of the hypothetical intervention. When we cannot rule out
these explanations, we can use bias analysis to bound or
quantify our uncertainty (24, 25).

Nonetheless, causal methods from the potential-outcomes
and structural causal-model frameworks are often intimately
tied up with the present or the past and thus provide effects
under “ideal” conditions. For effective intervention devel-
opment, their answers must be enveloped with a clear and
historically informed understanding of how the systems that
drive risk-factor distributions operate (26). Our results can-
not be effective without social, economic, and political the-
ory and input from stakeholders who are actively involved in
the development, assessment, and implementation of inter-
ventions, including the targets of such interventions: the
patients and community members themselves.

EXTENDING CAUSAL INFERENCE TO MAKE IT MORE
SOCIALLY ENGAGED

When observational data are insufficient to predict the
effects of hypothetical actions, Galea and Hernán (5) suggest
we combine data and expert knowledge and gain traction
through simulations. An emerging strand of literature out-
lines a path forward by connecting results that underlie
causal inference methods (e.g., the g-formula, front-door
formula, and others) with those from systems science (e.g.,
agent-based modeling, microsimulation, and so forth) (27,
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28). This mapping essentially uses models to inform the
likelihood of a simulated person or population transitioning
from one state to another (e.g., from unexposed to exposed).
A contribution of causal inference is to require that these
densities condition not just exposure but also confounders
and any necessary causal partners.

Although these important steps have been taken, systems
science remains a relatively uncharted territory for social
epidemiology (29). How are we to map causal identification
criteria to agent decision-making and agent-agent interac-
tion to inform agent-based simulation models? How do we
map such criteria to the impact agents exert on their own and
others’ environments, and how those environments, in turn,
constrain and expand opportunities for health? Moreover,
how do we design systems models in ways that align with
theoretical frameworks such as ecosocial theory (30), a
praxis such as critical race theory (31), or an intersectional
understanding of marginalization? (32, 33).

Relatedly, this may be a welcome opportunity to re-
examine whether our data definition and collection para-
digms are up to the task of informing such models and esti-
mating ambitious counterfactuals (34). For example, much
of health-equity research relies on cross-sectional panel
studies that are useful for assessing disease burden, health
care use, and carrying out policy evaluations but lack the
linkages needed to model trajectories of marginalized
groups. Cohort studies overcome this but often have limited
survey value and do not always contain detailed assessments
of relevant psychosocial stressors and life experiences.

We also need to consider expanding the type of infor-
mation we capture directly or through linkages. Disparities
in education, employment, housing, and the legal system
underlie disparities in risk factors. Data from these sectors
may provide relevant important intervention targets and con-
founders. From a life-course perspective, early life experi-
ences have lasting effects but are not prospectively captured
by cohorts that recruit in adulthood. From a contextual
perspective, measures with greater spatial and temporal res-
olution may help us detect environmental features that have
high leverage. From a health care perspective, administrative
data that measure social status variables well, along with
characteristics of providers, the quality of their communi-
cation with patients, and the nonmedical interventions they
prescribe may be critical for informing equity in prognosis.
Finally, we need to build trust, engage communities, and
sample populations in ways that ensure the most vulnerable
are adequately represented. If we realize our methodological
goals without improving the data they rely on, our inferences
may have limited impact on informing effective strategies to
achieve health equity.

To move forward, we challenge social epidemiology and
causal inference researchers to consider the following: How
can we work together to define, specify, and evaluate hypo-
thetical interventions of consequence and ultimately trans-
late them into actual interventions, even in the face of
uncertainty? We suspect this will require a truly symbiotic
partnership where causal inference becomes more engaged
with social theory and social epidemiology leverages the
best of causal rigor—a marriage that may push both beyond
their current frontiers. As a byproduct, we would have clear-

er guidelines for reasoning with and applying causal princi-
ples in our studies along with better study design, execution,
interpretation and, most importantly, strong evidence for
intervention development.

CONCLUSION

A social epidemiology of consequence calls for robust
causal reasoning, modeling, and inference. Although causal
inference has made incredible theoretical strides, it has yet
to engage social epidemiology as practically and fully as it
could. We applaud Galea and Hernán for finding an inclu-
sive common ground to encourage greater dialogue. Imag-
ining better counterfactuals that are critically relevant to
social epidemiology must go beyond the simple application
of causal inference methods and systems science models.
Social epidemiology and causal inference must partner every
step of the way to yield impact and scale. We believe they
need each other more than either may realize.
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